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The N-terminal Shuttle Domain of Erv1 Determines the Affinity for Mia40 and Mediates Electron Transfer to the Catalytic Erv1 Core in Yeast Mitochondria

Eirini Lionaki,1,2 Michalis Aivaliotis,1 Charalambos Pozidis,1 and Kostas Tokatlidis1,3

Abstract

Erv1 and Mia40 constitute the two important components of the disulfide relay system that mediates oxidative protein folding in the mitochondrial intermembrane space. Mia40 is the import receptor that recognizes the substrates introducing disulfide bonds while it is reduced. A key function of Erv1 is to recycle Mia40 to its active oxidative state. Our aims here were to dissect the domain of Erv1 that mediates the protein–protein interaction with Mia40 and to investigate the interactions between the shuttle domain of Erv1 and its catalytic core and their relevance for the interaction with Mia40. We purified these domains separately as well as cysteine mutants in the shuttle and the active core domains. The noncovalent interaction of Mia40 with Erv1 was measured by isothermal titration calorimetry, whereas their covalent mixed disulfide intermediate was analyzed in reconstitution experiments in vitro and in organello. We established that the N-terminal shuttle domain of Erv1 is necessary and sufficient for interaction to occur. Furthermore, we provide direct evidence for the intramolecular electron transfer from the shuttle cysteine pair of Erv1 to the core domain. Finally, we reconstituted the system by adding in trans the N- and C-terminal domains of Erv1 together with its substrate Mia40. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 13, 1327–1339.

Introduction

Most mitochondrial proteins are made in the cytosol and then imported into the organelle by following very versatile and dedicated import pathways (7). The intermembrane space (IMS) of mitochondria has proteins that mediate a variety of vital cellular functions, such as homeostasis of heme and metal ions, transport of metabolites, control of programmed cell death and aging, as well as respiration. Several of the IMS proteins acquire disulfide bonds during their biogenesis, as the key mechanism underpinning their folding (oxidative folding) and retention in the IMS. The substrates of this mitochondrial oxidative-folding pathway are usually proteins of low molecular mass (up to ~20 kDa) (12), do not contain a presequence, and possess cysteines that are organized usually in duplicated CX3C or CX9C motifs. The two most studied examples are the small Tim family, with a twin CX3C motif, and Cox17, with a twin CX9C motif (4, 21, 26). These proteins are substrates for a dedicated machinery that oxidizes them by introducing intramolecular disulfides in a process coupled to their import (9, 20). Unique in this pathway compared with the other mitochondrial import pathways is the fact that neither matrix ATP nor the inner membrane potential is needed; the energy for translocation is instead provided mainly by the covalent modification of the substrate through formation of intramolecular disulfide bonds.

Mia40 and Erv1 constitute the two crucial molecules that operate as a disulfide relay in the oxidative folding pathway in the IMS (5). In the last 5 years, strong evidence that supports a mechanism for coordinated transfer of disulfides has accumulated from studies using mainly in vitro reconstituted systems and import in mitochondria. On translocation through the outer membrane (OM) in a reduced and unfolded state, substrates are recognized by Mia40. This step is guided by a recently identified new internal targeting signal found in almost all of the Mia40 pathway substrates. This signal, called MISS (22) or ITS (27), guides the preproteins onto the substrate binding cleft of Mia40 through hydrophobic interactions, thus priming a unique cysteine of the substrate for transient disulfide bond formation (“docking”) with the active-site cysteine of Mia40 (27). Through this disulfide exchange reaction, oxidative folding is initiated specifically by Mia40. The relevant pairs of electrons from the substrate that
are transferred initially to Mia40, then pass onto oxidized Erv1, a FAD-dependent sulfhydryl oxidase and from there on to cytochrome c and the respiratory chain or cytochrome c peroxidase (1, 6, 9). In aerobic conditions, the final electron acceptor is molecular oxygen, but this remains unknown in anaerobic conditions. The role of Erv1 in this process was initially suggested to be the recycling of Mia40 to its oxidized state, based mainly on the accumulation of Mia40 in a reduced state in the absence of Erv1 in vivo and the identification of transient disulfides between Erv1 and Mia40 (20). Complementing this evidence, it was demonstrated with purified components that Erv1 can fully oxidize the active-site CPC motif of Mia40 in vitro in the absence of any other protein component (3, 16, 30). All this evidence supported the idea that Mia40 is a physiologic protein substrate for Erv1. Although Erv1 does not seem directly to oxidize substrates of the Mia40-Erv1 pathway in vitro (1, 30), good evidence suggests that when added in catalytic amounts together with Mia40 in a reconstitution system in vitro, this results in complete oxidation of the substrate (30, 32). Furthermore, the isolation of a complex between the substrate, Mia40, and Erv1 has been suggested to imply a direct role of Erv1 in oxidation of the substrate in the context of such a ternary complex in vivo (27).

Erv1 belongs to the Erv/ALR sulfhydryl oxidase family that has members in the extracellular environment (Quiescin sulfhydril oxidase) (18, 19) in poxviruses (E10R) (23, 24) and the endoplasmic reticulum (Erv2) (11, 13, 25, 29). All members of this family bind FAD noncovalently. FAD is used to accept electrons from substrates during oxidation; these are then transferred to oxygen, resulting in generation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (31).

The Erv/ALR family members have a catalytic core of ~100 amino acids that stabilizes FAD within a four-helix bundle (33). A conserved redox-active CX2C motif forms the active-site disulfide situated proximal to the isoalloxazine ring of the FAD cofactor. In addition, a flexible tail segment contains another conserved CX2C pair called the “shuttle pair,” which can be either at the N-terminus or C-terminus of the protein, with variable spacing from the active-site disulfide for the different Erv/ALR family members (11). Finally, an additional disulfide pair, whose role is to stabilize the FAD cofactor, is not involved in the catalytic reaction (15, 17) (“structural disulfide pair” C159-C176 for yeast Erv1) (Fig. 1). It has been shown in previous studies that the core domain of yeast Erv1 that contains the active-site cysteines (C130-C133) is sufficient to oxidize small substrates like DTT (17). The active-site cysteines receive electrons directly from the substrate, and they transfer them to the nearby FAD moiety. From FAD, the electrons are passed on to downstream electron acceptors. For larger molecules, like TCEP, which is an artificial substrate for Erv1 (3) or Mia40, which is one physiologic protein substrate in the mitochondrial intermembrane space, both the shuttle cysteine pair C30-C33 and the active-site cysteine pair C130-C133 are required for electron transfer and oxidation (3, 10, 32). The measured redox potential for each of these cysteine pairs (-320 mV for the shuttle and -150 for the catalytic disulfide pair) is in agreement with a putative intramolecular disulfide bond exchange (9).

In the present study, we investigated the noncovalent interaction between these two protein partners, and we established that the N-terminal shuttle domain of Erv1 is necessary and sufficient for the noncovalent interaction to occur. Based on this observation, and on previous studies, we further followed the first step of Mia40–Erv1 interaction by monitoring the formation of the mixed disulfide intermediate between them in vitro and in organello. We produced separately the N-terminal shuttle peptide, the ΔN72Erv1 core, and cysteine mutants of either the shuttle cysteine pair (C30/33) or the active-site cysteine pair (C130/133) in full length Erv1, and tested combinations of them for the capacity to form the mixed disulfide intermediate with Mia40. The results suggest that the N-terminal peptide, when oxidized, is necessary and sufficient also for the first disulfide bond with Mia40. Furthermore, we showed for the first time that the core domain of Erv1 can directly oxidize the shuttle cysteine pair of the N-terminal peptide. When the reduced N72 peptide of Erv1 is added in trans, with the core domain of the protein and with partially reduced Mia40, the interaction between Mia40 and the N72 shuttle peptide is reconstituted.

Materials and Methods

Protein expression and purification

The constructs pET24Erv1wt and pET24Erv1ΔN72 were a gift from Dr. Thomas Lisowsky (multiBIND, Biotec, GMBH). The double amino acid substitutions on yeast Erv1 were generated by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit) by using pET24Erv1wt plasmid as the template. Primer design and the PCR conditions were performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. The mutations were verified by sequencing reactions. The Erv1 variants (except for the N72 Erv1 peptide) were expressed in BL21 (DE3) rare codon Escherichia coli cells. In detail, the cells bearing the expression vector were harvested after induction with 0.1 mM IPTG for 16 h at 18°C. The growth of cells was performed in typical Luria Bertani (LB) medium, supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics for selection, and 10 µM FAD. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.4, 10% glycerol, 10 µM FAD, 4 mM PMSF, and sonicated. The soluble fraction (which contained the His-tagged protein) was separated by centrifugation (30 min, 21,000 g, 4°C), sup-
plemented with 10 mM imidazole, and loaded on appropriate amount of preequilibrated Ni-NTA beads (Qiagen). Ni-NTA resin was washed with 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.4, 10% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole, and eluted with 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.4, 25% glycerol, 200 mM imidazole. For the expression of the N72 Erv1 peptide, the nucleotide sequence was PCR amplified with appropriate primers from the wt ERV1 and cloned in pGEX 4T1 expression vector. The peptide was expressed and purified as previously described for other GST fusion protein (27). Mia40 AN290, as well as Mia40 AN290 SPS, was expressed from the pET22 expression vector and purified as previously described (27).

Isothermal titration calorimetry

The thermodynamic parameters of Mia40AN290SPS binding to Erv1 variants were measured by using a MicroCal VP-ITC microcalorimeter. Experiments were carried out at 25°C, in 50 mM phosphate buffer, at pH 7.4. At least two independent measurements of each reaction were performed. Protein concentration in the syringe (Mia40AN290SPS) ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 mM, whereas protein concentration in the cell (Erv1 variants) ranged from 0.150 to 0.170 mM. The heat of dilution of Mia40 was measured by injecting the ligand into the buffer solution.

Construction of the Erv1-depleted strain

A cassette containing the Gal1-10 promoter and the marker gene conferring resistance to geneticin was PCR amplified from M4801 vector with the following primers:

Forward, 5’-GATGCTCAAGTACGTGTCATCCAC CTCTGATTAAGGGACGTCTGTTGACA GACTG-3’
Reverse, 5’-CTGGTTTCTGACTCATCATTGTA TTGCTTTACATGCATCGTAGTTTCTCCTTGAC-3’

The resulting product was introduced into the genome of the wt FT5 Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain, substituting the endogenous Erv1 promoter. The genetically engineered clones were selected on geneticin plates and then tested by PCR for the insertion of the cassette. For the growth test, the Erv1-depleted strain as well as the wt FT5 parental strain were grown first in YPL (lactate, 2% vol), pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 20 mM PMSF, in concentration 1 mg/ml, and incubated at room temperature (RT) for 30 min. The solubilized material was separated from the nonsolubilized by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 20 min (RT). After centrifugation, the supernatant was loaded on 25 μl of preequilibrated Ni-NTA beads, and incubated for 1 h (RT), with gentle shaking, for the binding of the His-tagged protein to occur. After binding, the beads were spun down for 30 s at 4,000 g (RT), and the unbound material was removed. Beads were washed twice with 500 μl solubilization buffer, and then the bound material was eluted in Laemmli sample buffer and boiled at 95°C. The bound material was separated with SDS-PAGE, and the radioactive material was visualized with autoradiography.

In vitro interaction assay

Mia40AN290 was partially reduced (only in the CPC motif) by incubation with 2 mM DTT, or 1 mM TCEP, for 30 min at 30°C. Then partially reduced Mia40 was 100 times diluted in 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, so that the DTT concentration in the reaction was reduced to 0.2 mM. Equimolar amounts of partially reduced Mia40 with Erv1 variants were incubated for the indicated time points at 30°C. The reaction was stopped by adding 20 mM NEM, and the samples were separated with nonreducing or reducing SDS-PAGE, and detected by immunodecoration. The removal of DTT from the reduced N72 peptide, before the interaction with partially reduced Mia40AN290, was performed by gel filtration with a Sephadex G-25 column.

Thiol-trapping

The N72 Erv1 peptide was either left untreated or reduced with 5 mM DTT for 30 min at 30°C (unless otherwise stated) and then incubated with 15 mM 4-acetamido-4′-maleimidyl-stilbene-2,2′-disulfonic acid (AMS, Invitrogen), in the presence of 0.2% glucose for 24 h before cell harvesting and mitochondrial isolation.

In organello complementation assay

For the in organello complementation assay, we used isolated Erv1-depleted mitochondria, replenished with several Erv1 variants. For this replenishment, the purified proteins were precipitated by 4-time dilution in saturated ammonium sulfate and incubation for 30 min on ice. The precipitated proteins were pelleted by centrifugation (30 min, 25,000 g, 4°C) and resuspended in denaturation buffer (8 M urea, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 20 mM DTT). For complete denaturation, the proteins were incubated at 37°C for 30 min. After denaturation, the precursor proteins were imported in Erv1-depleted mitochondria in the presence of 2 mM ATP and 2.5 mM NADH for 30 min at 30°C. After this first import reaction, mitochondria were reisolated by centrifugation and resuspended in fresh import buffer for the import reaction of the radioactive precursor, Mia40 SPC. 35S-labeled Mia40 SPC precursor protein was synthesized by using the TNT SP6-coupled transcription/translation kit (Promega), and was subsequently imported in Erv1-depleted yeast mitochondria for the indicated time points at 30°C. The import reaction was blocked by adding 20 mM NEM. The unimported material was then digested by incubation of mitochondria with proteinase K (25 μg/ml) for 20 min on ice. PK was inhibited by PMSF (4 mM), and mitochondria were reisolated by centrifugation, and were either solubilized in Laemmli sample buffer or in denaturing solubilization buffer for Ni-NTA pull-down assay.

Ni-NTA pull-down assay

After in organello complementation assay, mitochondria were resuspended in solubilization buffer (8 M urea, 1% Triton X-100, 200 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM imidazole, 2 mM PMSF) in concentration 1 mg/ml, and incubated at room temperature (RT) for 30 min. The solubilized material was separated from the nonsolubilized by centrifugation at 16,000 g for 20 min (RT). After centrifugation, the supernatant was loaded on 25 μl of preequilibrated Ni-NTA beads, and incubated for 1 h (RT), with gentle shaking, for the binding of the His-tagged protein to occur. After binding, the beads were spun down for 30 s at 4,000 g (RT), and the unbound material was removed. Beads were washed twice with 500 μl solubilization buffer, and then the bound material was eluted in Laemmli sample buffer and boiled at 95°C. The bound material was separated with SDS-PAGE, and the radioactive Mia40 SPC was visualized with autoradiography.
of 1% SDS. The samples were incubated for 1.5 h at room temperature and then separated by reducing SDS-PAGE, and detected with immunodecoration.

In gel trypsin digestion

The N72 Erv1 peptide was either treated with 5 mM DTT for 30 min at 30 °C or left untreated, and then incubated for 45 min at room temperature (RT) with 20 mM NEM. Subsequently, the samples were loaded on nonreducing SDS-PAGE. The gel was fixed for an hour (RT) in aqueous solution with 30% methanol and 10% acetic acid, and then stained overnight in "Blue Silver" Colloidal Coomassie (0.12% Coomassie G-250, 10% ammonium sulfate, 10% phosphoric acid, and 20% methanol). The gel bands were excised from the gel and cut into small pieces. The gel pieces were destained by successive steps of incubation in 50% acetonitrile in water and 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. After destaining, the gel pieces were incubated with 55 mM iodoacetamide for 45 min (RT) and then covered in trypsin solution (4 µg/ml in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate) for 12–16 h at 37 °C. After trypsin digestion, the supernatant was collected and pooled together with the solutions from the elution steps that followed (incubation with water, 50% acetonitrile, and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in 50% acetonitrile). Finally, the eluted tryptic peptides were lyophilized and kept as dry powder at −20 °C until further analysis.

N72 Erv1 peptide redox state analysis by mass spectrometry (nLC-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap ETD)

The dried tryptic peptide mixtures were dissolved in 0.1% formic acid and analyzed on a nano-flow liquid chromatography system (Easy-nLC, Proxeon, Denmark) coupled via a nanoESI source (Proxeon) to an LTQ-Orbitrap XL equipped with an ETD module. Per run, 9 µl of the tryptic peptide mixtures was loaded and on-line desalted on a 100 µm × 25 mm C18 trapping column (Easy-Colum, Proxeon; 5 µm) at a flow rate of 0.3 µl/min of buffer A (0.1% formic acid in MilliQ water). By valve switching, the sample was flushed from the trapping-column onto a nanoscale RP-C18 column (75 µm 100 mm, Reprosil-Pur 120, C18-AQ, 3 µm; fused silica emitter column packed in-house), and a binary buffer gradient was started at a constant flow of 0.3 µl/min. Peptides were separated and eluted from the stationary phase by using the following 80-min step-gradient: 5 min in 1% buffer B [0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (vol/vol), 1–50% buffer B for 55 min, 50–95% buffer B for 5 min, 10 min in 95% buffer B, 95–1% buffer B for 5 min, and equilibration in 1% buffer B for 5 min]. Automated data-dependent acquisition with mass spectrometry was initiated when the gradient was started. Full-range scans were acquired in Orbitrap (400–1,600 m/z), and the 10 most intense multiply charged ions were automatically selected for optimal fragmentation in LTQ by using collision-induced dissociation (CID) or electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) by using the data-dependent decision tree (DDDT). DDDT automatically selects an optimal fragmentation technique based on peptide properties (charge state, m/z, etc.) for the highest fragmentation efficiencies. The instrument was operated with a spray voltage of 2,300 V, a capillary voltage of 35 V, a tube lens voltage of 140 V, a capillary temperature of 180 °C, an AGC MS target value of 105, and an Orbitrap resolving power of 60,000 (m/z = 400). Automatic selected precursor ions were subjected either to CID (isolation width 2 Da, normalized collision energy 35%, activation q 0.25, activation time, 30 ms) or ETD (isolation width 2 Da, reaction time 100 ms) and analyzed with the LTQ. Each scan included two microscans, a maximum injection time of 100 ms, and an AGC MS target value of 105. Dynamic exclusion of fragmented precursors was enabled with the following settings: repeat count, 1; repeat duration, 30 ms; exclusion list size, 500; exclusion duration, 20 ms; and exclusion mass width relative to mass, 10 ppm. Identification of the tryptic peptides of N72 Erv1 peptide was performed by a combination of manual spectra inspection and Proteome Discoverer 1.1 processing, by using both Mascot and Sequest for the database search on Uniprot Yeast database. The following search parameters were used: maximum five missed cleavage sites, cysteine modification by carbamidomethylation and NEM, and methionine oxidation as variable modifications. The tolerance was set as follows: 10 ppm peptide mass tolerance and 0.5 Da MS/MS tolerance.

Miscellaneous

For the separation of proteins <15 kDa, Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE was applied (2). Quantification of radioactive bands was performed by using the Image Quant software.

Results

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Erv1 contains six cysteines organized in three pairs that are conserved through evolution (Fig. 1). For this study, we created double cysteine mutants of each of the two redox active cysteine pairs of Erv1, Erv1C30/33S and Erv1C130/133S. These double cysteine mutants together with the wild-type protein, the core domain (AN72Erv1), as well as the N-terminal peptide (N72 Erv1 peptide) were expressed in bacteria and purified by affinity chromatography (see Material and Methods). All the Erv1 variants were made as C-terminally His-tagged proteins, except for the N72 peptide, which was expressed as a GST-fusion followed by cleavage from the GST tag with thrombin.

The N-terminus of Erv1 is necessary and sufficient for the noncovalent interaction with Mia40

The C30-C33 cysteine pair of Erv1 has been suggested to interact directly with Mia40 in vitro (3), by analogy to the function of the shuttle disulfide in Erv2 (15), and based on recent evidence for human ALR that was found to interact with human Mia40 only when the long form of ALR (containing the shuttle disulfide) was used (10). However, as no direct evidence on the domain(s) of Erv1/ALR that interacts with Mia40 is available, we wanted to address this question by using yeast Erv1 and monitoring the noncovalent interaction with yeast Mia40. Because the reactive cysteines reside on the N-terminal flexible arm of Erv1, it would make sense to hypothesize that the protein surface responsible for the initial noncovalent interaction between the two proteins resides within this segment. To test this hypothesis, we performed isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments. It was crucial for this assay to avoid the formation of covalent bonds between the two proteins, as this would mask the protein–protein interaction signal (due to the very high energy of the
FIG. 2. Thermodynamic analysis of the Mia40-Erv1 interaction. ITC titration curves (upper panels) and binding isotherms (lower panels) for Mia40ΔN290SPS interaction with (A) Erv1wt, (B) N72 Erv1 peptide, (C) Erv1ΔN72, and (D) buffer alone, at 25°C in phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
covalent bond compared with noncovalent protein interaction). We therefore used as a substrate the ΔN290Mia40SPS version of Mia40 (which includes all the functional core of the wt yeast Mia40 protein), in which both cysteines of the CPC are mutated to serines. This construct was previously used successfully to analyze the protein–protein interactions between Mia40 and the Tim substrates (27). The results are shown in Fig. 2.

The $K_d$ of wt Erv1 interacting with ΔN290Mia40 was measured to be 25 μM (Fig. 2A). This value is ~10 times higher than the $K_d$ of interaction of Mia40 with its substrate Tim10 (27 and Discussion). The double C30-C33S mutant of Erv1 has about a 2 times lower but still substantial affinity for Mia40 (data not shown). However, when the N-terminus shuttle segment was removed in the ΔN72Erv1 truncation, binding was essentially abolished (measured at background levels similar to the heat of dilution of Mia40; Fig. 2C and D, respectively). This result suggested that the N-terminus of Erv1 is necessary for the noncovalent interaction with Mia40.

Is it, however, sufficient? To address this, we tested the affinity of the N72 Erv1 peptide alone for ΔN290Mia40SPS. Interestingly, the affinity of the shuttle segment is not only unaffected but even slightly higher than that of the full-length protein (Fig. 2B; the $K_d$ of this interaction was measured at 10 μM). These results show that the N-terminus of Erv1 alone is sufficient for interaction with Mia40.

Both cysteine pairs of Erv1 are important for the formation of a mixed-disulfide intermediate with Mia40 in vitro

To test the ability of each double-cysteine mutant of Erv1 (C30/33S or C130/133S) to form an intermediate with Mia40, we incubated it with partially reduced ΔN290Mia40. Partial reduction of Mia40 (to reduce only the CPC motif) (4, 16) took place by incubating the protein for 30 min with 2 mM DTT. The interaction of Erv1 with Mia40 in equimolar amounts was allowed at 30°C for different time points (as indicated; Fig. 3) followed by addition of 20 mM NEM. The samples were loaded on nonreducing SDS-PAGE, and the mixed disulfide intermediate (Mia40-Erv1 adduct) was monitored by immunodecoration with anti-Mia40 antiserum. As shown in Fig. 3, the wt Erv1 gives a mixed-disulfide intermediate with Mia40 in a time-dependent manner (lanes 2–4), which is sensitive to reduction by β-mercaptoethanol (lane 11). In contrast, the C30/33S double mutant of Erv1 cannot form the first disulfide bond with the partially reduced Mia40 (lanes 5–7), indicating that these two cysteines are involved in the

![FIG. 3. In vitro interaction of partially reduced Mia40 with Erv1 variants, to monitor the mixed-disulfide intermediate formation. Mia40ΔN290His, partially reduced, was incubated with Erv1 wt or mutants for the indicated time points. The reaction was blocked by the addition of 20 mM NEM, and the samples are loaded either in the absence of reducing agent (βMerc) (lanes 1–10), or in the presence of reducing agent (lanes 11–13), for SDS-PAGE. The species of Mia40, Mia40 monomer (Mia40m), and Mia40-Erv1 mixed-disulfide intermediate (Erv1-Mia40), were detected by immunodecoration with α-Mia40. Molecular-weight markers in kilodaltons are indicated.](https://example.com/fig3)

![FIG. 4. Construction of an Erv1-depleted strain. (A) Growth test of the genetically engineered strain, in which the endogenous ERV1 gene is under the control of the GAL1-10 inducible promoter (Erv1+), together with the wild-type parental strain (wt), on glucose- or galactose-containing media. (B) Isolated mitochondria from wt or Erv1-depleted strain after growth for 12, 24, or 36 h in glucose-containing media, were loaded on SDS-PAGE and then immunoblotted with antibodies for the indicated proteins.](https://example.com/fig4)
The formation of mixed-disulfide intermediate in organello requires the shuttle cysteine pair

Next, we tried to establish an assay more relevant to the in vivo situation, to test our in vitro observations. To achieve that, we constructed a yeast strain, in which the endogenous promoter of ERV1 has been replaced by the GAL1-10 inducible promoter. This strain is able to grow in the presence of galactose because the ERV1 gene is expressed, but it stops growing after 48 h in glucose-containing media (Fig. 4A). From this particular strain, we isolated mitochondria after 12, 24, or 36 h of growth in glucose-containing media. Mitochondria were loaded on SDS-PAGE, and the amounts of the endogenous proteins were detected with Western blotting (Fig. 4B). The endogenous Erv1 protein is no longer detectable after 24 h of growth in glucose-containing media. As a control, the amount of porin, an outer-membrane protein, is unaffected. Additionally, the amount of Tim10, which is a known substrate for the Mia40-Erv1 pathway, was clearly not so reduced as Erv1, arguing for a specific effect of the Erv1 depletion in short times (<24 h). For longer times (36 h), the steady-state levels of Tim10 began to be affected. This is in agreement with previous data by which incubation of a GAL-ERV1 strain in glucose for 48 h showed a marked decrease in the endogenous amounts of small Tims (20).
To reconstitute the system and assay for the ability of each Erv1 mutant to complement the absence of the endogenous protein specifically in the interaction with Mia40, we imported Mia40SPC as a radioactive substrate, in Erv1-depleted mitochondria, after preimport of the different variants of Erv1 purified as His-tagged versions. We chose to use the Mia40SPC variant because it retains the reactive second cysteine of the CPC motif, whereas the mutation of the first cysteine of CPC would help us to monitor better the mixed disulfide intermediate with Erv1 (4, 30). Import of radioactive Mia40SPC in Erv1-depleted mitochondria for the indicated times is shown in Fig. 5A.

After 30 min of import, still ~70% of the precursor remains in the reduced state as it migrates slower on a non-reducing SDS-PAGE. In the second half of panel 5A, we observe that when purified wt Erv1 is preimported in Erv1-depleted mitochondria, at early time points (even 2 min of import of the radioactive Mia40SPC), a new radioactive band appears at ~80 kDa on nonreducing SDS-PAGE (Fig. 5A, lane 5, arrowhead), which disappears in the presence of a reducing agent (data not shown). The intensity of this band increases with time (Fig. 5A, lanes 5–8). This radioactive Mia40-band can be pulled down with Ni-NTA beads, which capture the preimported his-tagged Erv1 protein (Fig. 5B). We therefore conclude that this band represents a Mia40-Erv1 mixed disulfide intermediate between the preimported Erv1 and the radioactive imported Mia40SPC.

A second radioactive band that appears lower than the intermediate band (indicated with an asterisk) does not contain Erv1, as it does not come down on the Ni-NTA pull-down assay in Fig. 5B. The core of the incoming Mia40SPC (defined by the CX9C motifs of Mia40) can be fully oxidized when wt Erv1 is preimported (band indicated as “ox”; Fig. 5A). This oxidation in the presence of preimported wt Erv1 (Fig. 5A, lanes 5–8) proceeds faster than in the absence of Erv1 (Fig. 5A, lanes 1–4), and after 30 min, results in the majority of Mia40 being in the oxidized form (Fig. 5A, lane 8). This reflects the fact that the endogenous Mia40 (which is responsible for the oxidation of the CX9C core disulfides of imported Mia40SPC) can be fully recycled by the preimported Erv1 (imported for 30 min). This, in turn, indicates that in this assay, this part of the Erv1-Mia40 system is reconstituted (Fig. 5A, lanes 5–9).

In conclusion, this assay is helpful in two ways: (a) it allows us to monitor directly the ability of preimported Erv1 to form a mixed-disulfide intermediate with newly imported Mia40SPC, and (b) it allows us to monitor indirectly the recycling of the CPC motif of endogenous Mia40 by monitoring the oxidation state of the Mia40 CX9C core as a substrate of the MIA pathway. The endogenous Mia40 was shown to be oxidized in the twin CX9C core in all cases in mitochondria from the Erv1-depleted strain (Supplemental Fig. 1; see www.liebertonline.com/ars). Therefore, the differences we observe in the oxidation of the radioactive substrate should reflect differences in the redox state of the CPC motif of endogenous Mia40, which is modulated by the preimport of the Erv1 variants.

In this assay, we then used the two double-cysteine mutants of Erv1. When the purified Erv1 C130/133S mutant is preimported (Fig. 5C), the radioactive Mia40 precursor forms an 80-kDa species, which is less intense than in the case of preimported wt Erv1. When the C30/33S mutant was preimported (Fig. 5D), the 80-kDa intermediate band was essentially abolished. This result mirrors in organello the data obtained in vitro (Fig. 3) and supports the concept that the shuttle cysteine pair of Erv1 is absolutely required for the interaction with Mia40, during Mia40 reoxidation. These results demonstrated that, also in organello, the existence of a functional active-site cysteine pair is important for the interaction with the newly imported Mia40. As a control, the amounts of the different preimported Erv1 variants in Erv1-depleted mitochondria were confirmed to be comparable by immunostaining with anti-Erv1 antiserum (Supplemental Fig. 1B). Finally, the import of Mia40 was in all cases membrane potential dependent, as expected (Supplemental Fig. 2; see www.liebertonline.com/ars). In all cases a full-length version of Mia40 (carrying its presequence) was used for imports. In these assays, the Mia40 presequence is not cleaved, and the protein is hence retained in the inner membrane (data not shown) (8).

The N-terminal shuttle domain of full-length Erv1 can act in trans to restore the formation of a mixed-disulfide intermediate with Mia40 in mitochondria

The result that the C30/33S mutant is completely inactive in making the mixed disulfide with Mia40, but the C130/133S instead still maintains some capacity to form this intermediate, led us to test the possibility that the N-terminal shuttle may function in trans with the core of Erv1, even when these are present on different molecules. To address this possibility, we performed import experiments in which a mixture of Erv1 versions was preimported. We preimported (a) a mixture of C130/133S together with the C30/33S (Fig. 6A, lanes 5–8) or (b) C130/133S with ΔN72 (Fig. 6A, lanes 9–12). In the first case, a functional core domain comes from the C30/33S mutant and a functional shuttle from the C130/133S mutant, whereas in the second case, a functional core domain comes from the ΔN72 mutant and the functional shuttle from the C130/133S mutant (the functional domains are indicated schematically with grey shades, whereas the inactive, cysteine-mutated domains are shown with an X). We basically observed that, in both cases, we had a substantial restoration of the capacity of the C130/133S mutant to form the intermediate with newly imported Mia40 (arrowhead). Quantification of the intermediate with Mia40 shows restoration to comparable levels with the intermediate formed by preimported wt Erv1 (Fig. 6A, lanes 1–4). Using the mutant C130/133S alone in several independent experiments resulted in ~50% the level of the Mia40-intermediate obtained with the wt Erv1 (data not shown). As an additional control, Ni-NTA pull-down assays (using as input twice the amount corresponding to the 30-min time point of Fig. 6A) confirmed the interaction with Mia40 (Fig. 6B).

Taken together, these data suggest that a functional shuttle N-terminal domain is vital for the formation of the crucial mixed-disulfide intermediate of Erv1 with Mia40 and that this may function even in trans, in intermolecular combination with another Erv1 molecule.

In vitro reconstitution of the Mia40-Erv1 interaction mediated by the N72 Erv1 shuttle domain of full-length Erv1

Is the Mia40 intermediate formation, mediated by interactions in trans between the shuttle and the core of Erv1 in organello, an intrinsic capacity of Erv1 that can also be observed
in vitro? To address this point, we performed an in vitro experiment similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 but using a combination of C130/133S with C30/33S (Fig. 7, lane 3) or C130/133S with ΔN72 (Fig. 7, lane 4). In both cases, a clear increase in the intermediate with Mia40 is seen compared with C130/133S alone (lane 2). As before (Fig. 3, lanes 2–4), and in agreement with previous in vitro reconstitution results (16), wt Erv1 can efficiently interact with partially reduced Mia40 (Fig. 7, lane 5).

It is therefore clear that also in vitro, the two domains of Erv1 can cooperate intermolecularly, so that an efficient intermediate with Mia40 is formed.

The N72 Erv1 peptide added in trans with a functional core Erv1 can restore interaction with Mia40

These data of Figs. 6 and 7, in combination with the capacity of the N72 domain to retain the full thermodynamic affinity for Mia40, suggested that the N72 added in trans should be sufficient to assure interaction with Mia40. We tested this possibility directly in the in vitro binding assay (Fig. 8). The N72 peptide was overexpressed and purified as a GST-fusion cleaved off the GST tag and oxidized by air oxidation. Its oxidized state (with an intramolecular disulfide bond between the two cysteines 30 and 33 of the shuttle) was confirmed in two independent ways: (a) by AMS-thiol trapping assay, and (b) by an MS-based analysis (Fig. 9).

To determine the redox state of the peptide N72 of Erv1, the peptide was treated with NEM to block free (reduced) cysteine residues, purified by a nonreducing SDS-PAGE, and after in gel tryptic digestion of the isolated Coomassie-stained peptide band, it was analyzed on an nLC-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap. As a

FIG. 6. Intermolecular Erv1 interaction complements the Mia40-intermediate formation and the oxidation of newly incoming Mia40SPC. (A) In organello complementation assay, where the pre-imported precursors are mixtures of either Erv1C130/133S and Erv1C30/33S (lanes 5–8) or Erv1C130/133S and Erv1ΔN72 (lanes 9–12). Samples are loaded on nonreducing SDS-PAGE, and autoradiography followed. (B) Pull-down assay after import of radioactive Mia40SPC for 30 min at 30°C in Erv1-depleted mitochondria supplemented with the indicated Erv1 variants. Pre-imported precursors: lane 1, none; lane 2, Erv1 wt; lane 3, Erv1C130/133S; lane 4, mixture of Erv1C130/133S and C30/33S; lane 5, mixture of Erv1C130/133S with Erv1ΔN72. The bound material from each pull-down assay was separated by reducing SDS-PAGE, and autoradiography followed. Molecular-weight markers in kilodaltons are indicated.

FIG. 7. Intermolecular communication is an intrinsic capacity of Erv1 protein. In vitro interaction of partially reduced Mia40ΔN290 with Erv1 wt (lane 5), Erv1C130/133S (lane 2), and mixtures of either Erv1C130/133S with Erv1C30/33S (lane 3) or Erv1C130/133S with Erv1ΔN72 (lane 4). The samples are loaded on nonreducing SDS-PAGE, and the Mia40 species are detected by immunodecoration. Molecular-weight markers in kilodaltons are indicated.
The N72 peptide was either left untreated or reduced with 5 mM DTT (Fig. 9B, lanes 1–2) or reduced with 10 mM DTT, which was then removed by gel filtration, before (lanes 1 and 2) and after incubation with Erv1 core (lanes 3 and 4), was monitored by AMS thiol-trapping assay. In vitro interaction of partially reduced Mia40 (incubated with 1 mM TCEP, for 30 min at 30 °C to reduce only the CPC motif) with equimolar amounts of the functional core AN72Erv1. The redox state of the N72 peptide was then analyzed by AMS thiol-trapping and found to be clearly oxidized (Fig. 8A). This shows that the core Erv1 can indeed oxidize the N72 peptide.}

**Discussion**

The interaction between Mia40 and Erv1 is at the core of the disulfide relay that underpins oxidative folding of proteins targeted to the mitochondrial IMS. Strong evidence in vivo and in vitro suggests that the sulphydryl oxidase Erv1 interacts with Mia40, reduced in its active-site CPC motif, to recycle it to its oxidized state. However, the detailed mechanism of action of Erv1 remains unknown. Recent work by Thorpe and colleagues (10) showed that electron transfer between reduced human Mia40 and ALR, the human homologue of Erv1, can only occur in vitro with full-length ALR that retains its N-terminal shuttle domain. Additionally, Ang and Lu (3) showed that for the yeast Mia40 and Erv1, an intermolecular electron transfer between the shuttle and the core disulfides of Erv1 is necessary for full oxidation to occur in vitro. These studies point to the idea that the shuttle disulfide of Erv1/ALR recognizes substrates first and then interacts intra- or intermolecularly with the core disulfide, following an electron-transfer reaction similar to that occurring for the Erv1 homologue Erv2 that resides in the ER (15). However, no direct evidence for the in vivo role of the shuttle disulfide pair of Erv1 is yet available, and the molecular interactions between the two Erv1 domains (shuttle and core) are yet to be understood.
Here we analyzed the thermodynamic interactions between Mia40 on the one hand and each of the two domains of Erv1 on the other, in a first approach to dissect the important protein–protein interactions between Erv1 and its first physiological protein substrate Mia40. We found that the N-terminal shuttle is necessary and sufficient for the protein–protein interaction with Mia40 to occur, which provides solid support for the idea that the shuttle of Erv1 confers specificity for the interaction with Mia40 (10). However, the fact that this interaction is characterized by a physiologically relevant but relatively low thermodynamic affinity ($K_d$ 25 μM) indicates that Erv1 does not have such a stringent specificity for Mia40 and leaves open the possibility that the interaction with Mia40 is very transient and that Erv1 may have additional physiological protein substrates. The predicted structural flexibility of the shuttle domain would support its putative capacity to bind many different substrates, but with low affinity. In this respect, it is interesting that the core of Erv1, devoid of its shuttle, retains substantial sulfhydryl oxidase activity against small substrates, as shown both for the yeast (17) and the human (10) enzyme. One could then rationalize the function of Erv1 as a combination of two important factors: a very potent oxidase whose enzymatic activity is retained by the core, and a structurally maleable shuttle domain that could interact with different substrates with low stringency.

It is therefore important to identify other putative protein substrates for Erv1. In terms of the oxidative folding pathway, the fact that the affinity of Erv1 for Mia40 is about one order of magnitude lower than the affinity of Mia40 for its substrate (27) indicates that the latter is the one that commits the substrate specifically to this pathway.

The N-terminal domain of Erv1 is necessary and sufficient for the interaction with Mia40 to occur when this N-terminal shuttle domain is oxidized. In the cell, the role of the C-terminal core of Erv1 seems to be to oxidize directly its N-terminal shuttle domain so that the latter can now in turn oxidize Mia40. The two domains can even act in trans to assure electron transfer from Mia40 to the N-terminal shuttle domain.

---

**FIG. 9.** Determination of the redox state of N72 Erv1 peptide by using in parallel nano-flow liquid chromatography coupled online with a LTQ-Orbitrap tandem mass spectrometer and AMS thiol-trapping. (A) A tryptic peptide of N72 Erv1 peptide corresponding to the oxidized peptide KIIYDEDGKPCRSCNTLLDFQYVTGK (amino acid sequence 20–45; monoisotopic mass, 3003.476 Da) was identified in the nonreduced with DTT peptide (upper panel) by using nano-flow liquid chromatography coupled online with an LTQ-Orbitrap tandem mass spectrometer after in-gel trypptic digestion. As it is shown in the extracted ion chromatograms of those untreated (upper panel) and treated (lower panel) with DTT N72, this trypptic peptide disappears after reduction of the N72 Erv1 peptide with DTT, which is due to the reduction of the disulfide bond and its subsequent proteolytic cleavage on Arg31. These findings indicate that the N72 Erv1 peptide is mostly oxidized in vitro. (B) AMS thiol-trapping assay: The N72 peptide used in this study untreated (lanes 1 and 2) or reduced with 5 mM DTT (lanes 3 and 4) is incubated with AMS (lanes 2 and 4). Samples were separated on reducing SDS-PAGE and detected by immunodecoration (C, D). Product ion spectra of the +2 (1,002.195 m/z) and +4 (751.869 m/z) charged oxidized tryptic peptide KIIYDEDGKPCRSCNTLLDFQYVTGK of N72 by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) by using two different fragmentation techniques CID (C) and ETD (D), respectively, as described in Materials and Methods. These MS/MS spectra confirm the presence of a disulfide bond between the residues C30 and C33.
of Erv1 and from then on to its C-terminal FAD-containing core. Our in vitro and in organello results support that intermolecular communication between the shuttle domain and the catalytic core of Erv1 is essential for the oxidation of Mia40. These findings provide a mechanistic framework for a more detailed understanding of the molecular interactions underpinning the oxidative folding process in mitochondria.
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